
Bob Rourke
Birdcage motif Day 13
"ASL Trapped in Birdcage"
Acrylic on 8X10 canvas

A birdcage symbolizes to me an oppressive situation and confinement. The cage would stand 
for prohibitions and denial of the ASL and there being no way of escape systematic 
oralism/audism in schools and/or homes.
With bird's eye view, some birds can climb and soar high to 10,000 feet allowing to see a 
large area and also swoop low to understand details better back and forth. ASL (bird) would 
allow Deaf people the flexibility to learn and think about the bigger picture in order to be more 
productive, educated, confident and understanding where a life can be 
appreciated/valued/cherished.



Yusuf Yahya 
Birdcage - Motif, Resistance
Day 13 of #devia29challenge

Description: (Bird sit on a gold cane in the silver cage. 
Bird wing as the hand finger.)

Title: No Allowed Sign Language 
Medium: Paint pen and Acrylic on canvas
Size: 8 x 10 inch

Sign language is a beautiful language but some hearing people (audist) told them not allowed 
to do sign language in public. 

They forced to the Deaf community to have cochlear implant (CI) and speak then they will be 
free to go but deaf people must speak without signs.

If the audist see any Deaf hands signal or body language, they opposed and throw them back 
in cage for punishment.

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/devia29challenge


Pratigya Shakya
birdcage



Ellen Mansfield
I had few sketches.. heavy. i picked this one for today. 
also I painted Bell and Mountain motif today. Enjoy!
#DeVIA29challenge
Motif Birdcage
Title: Head of Audiologist and ASL Bird



Jeremy Quiroga
:Meet little Kaye who can speak”



Maria Dollhopf
Felix Garcia has insufficient evidence to be convicted of first degree murder in the robbery by 
firearm or deadly weapon. He is serving 33 years in prison and he is innocent. The system, 
because it’s meant to punish, it not concerned about providing hope.



Kellie Martin 
Day 13: Birdcage motif 
"Helpless"
2016
Iphotography and photo apps.



Laurie Monahan
Laurie Rose Art Studio
day 13 - birdcage - R (this one more of liberation)
"Dim of Hope" 
markers and dry color pastels
#DeVIA29Challenge

I have been struggling all day today what to draw related to birdcage until I saw my painting of 
cocoon. 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/devia29challenge


Nancy Rourke
Day 13 of 29 Days
BIRDCAGE motif, resistance
Title: Girl with Birdcage
Oil on Canvas
This painting shows a Deaf girl wearing a birdcage mask. She sees herself inside a birdcage 
because she is brainwashed, colonized and caged by the world of Listening Spoken 
Language. She stands by herself in the middle of nowhere under a gloomy sky. She holds a 
black rose, another motif, meaning no hope. There is a hidden message. 
Inspired by Frida Kalho's Girl in Death Mask



Roz Rosen
Liberated Deaf Signbird
Paper cutouots, 8x 11
Theme: Birdcage, Resistance

"The woods would be very silent if no birds sang except those that sang best." 
~ poet Henry Van Dyke.

This blue and yellow Deaf Signbird claims its rightful place in society. It contributes to the rich 
diversity and talents of society. 
Description of artwork: Five red songbirds are perched on a branch in the forest. A proud 
blue/yellow bird (colors of the Deaf Union flag) joins them. Below the branch, a birdcage (with 
the acronym AGB), with its door open, tumbles to the ground. The words by poet Henry Van 
Dyke appear under the branch.



Teresa Pegram
February 2016: Day 13 - Birdcage motif
Title: "Empty Deaf Isolated Room"(video)
Medium: my shoebox inside that fills with the following motifs: stripe-printed chair, fish tank on 
the table, my shadow, my window on new wall, my hanging bell on the outside pole, my 
hanging birdhouse outside, my hanging Maze digital clock on the wall, my lantern on my 
table, my blood teardrops on my chair, interpreter displaying on tv, my hanging rope on my 
window, and mountain view on window.
New addition is the 1" round-sided birdcage that contains 6 bread-ties to bend act as cage 
with attached bottom round cardboard act as floor. The black worded-sign "ASL" on white 
paper act as oddly Parrot that shaped like mentioned wording is sitting inside of the birdcage.
Description: in this room (shoebox) that represents me expressing how i feel being alone 
isolated living in a small rural farming as deaf person to spend my time adding each day's 
motifs in order to sit down imaging myself what i see this empty room will be...
Guess what i found oddly Parrot that shaped like the wording "ASL" sitting inside the birdcage 
from the PetSmart store. I bought it to bring home and hang on the top of my ceiling. 
WHAT A BEAUTIFUL ASL PARROT! What do you think? Smile!



Winship Creations
"birdcage"
meduim: Digital

Captured and modified to fit the hearing world.


